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Abstract. A pro le is a relation between one response variable and one or more

1. Introduction

tional SPC [1]. Pro les are commonly represented as
parametric models, such as simple linear regression,
multiple linear regression, polynomial regression, nonlinear regression, logistic regression, circular models
and cylindrical models. Various methods are presented
for pro le monitoring in both Phases I and II [1].
In Phase I, the goal is checking the stability of the
process, as well as parameter estimation, while the
aim in Phase II is detecting the shifts in the pro le
parameters as quickly as possible. Several researchers
have studied simple linear pro le monitoring (see,
e.g., [2-11]). Process capability indices are used to
evaluate the process performance [12,13]. Woodall [14]
suggested research into assessing process capability
with pro le data. However, there are few papers
concerning the process capability index in pro les.

Pro le monitoring;
Simple linear pro le;
Functional process
capability index;
Speci cation limits;
Natural tolerance
limits.

explanatory variables that represent the quality of a product or the performance of a
process. Process Capability Indices (PCI) are measured to evaluate processes in producing
conforming products. All existing methods that measure process capability indices in
a simple linear pro le consider response variables at some levels of explanatory variable
and ignore all ranges of x-values. In this paper, a functional approach is proposed to
measure the process capability index of simple linear pro les in all ranges of explanatory
variable. This new approach follows the traditional de nition of process capability indices
and leads to their accurate values for a simple linear pro le. The functional approach uses
a reference pro le, functional speci cation limits and functional natural tolerance limits
to present a functional form of process capability indices. This functional form results
in measuring the process capability at each level of the explanatory variable in a simple
linear pro le, as well as the unique value of a process capability index for a simple linear
pro le. A comparison study using a non-conforming proportion method shows the better
performance of functional process capability indices in measuring the process capability in
a simple linear pro le.
c 2014 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

In Statistical Process Control (SPC), we usually apply
control charts to monitor the quality of a process or
product by using one or more quality characteristics.
There are a noticeable number of situations in which
the quality of a process or product can be characterized
by the relation (curve or pro le) between one response
variable and one or more explanatory variables rather
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Shahriari and Sara an [15] presented a method for a
process capability index (CP K ) in simple linear pro les,
which is the minimum value of the process capability
index of the response variable at n levels of explanatory
variable. Ebadi and Shahriari [16] used a multivariate process capability index for a predicted response
variable to present the process capability index in a
simple linear pro le. Hoseinifard et al. [17] considered
Gamma distribution for a non-normal response variable
and then used a non-conforming proportion of the
response variable to analyze the process capability of a
simple linear pro le. Hoseinifard and Abbasi [18] used
a non-conforming proportion of a response variable to
evaluate the process capability in simple linear pro les.
Ebadi and Amiri [19] proposed three indices to measure process capability in a multivariate simple linear
pro le. In all these methods, the process capability
indices are de ned by the response variable at n levels
of explanatory variables.
Process capability in the response variable or the
predicted response variable may ignore the relationship
between the response variable and explanatory variables. Hence, recently, Nemati et al. [20] proposed a
functional approach to evaluate capability in a circular
pro le. In this paper, we develop a functional approach
to de ne process capability indices in a simple linear
pro le. Using the proposed approach, all information
in the entire range of the explanatory variable is
utilized.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review the existing methods for process capability
assessment in simple linear pro les. In Section 3, we
propose the functional approach to measure the process
capability indices in simple linear pro les. Illustrative
examples and comparison studies are given in Section
4 and, nally, in Section 5, we present the conclusions
of the paper and some ideas for future research.

2. Existing process capability indices for
simple linear pro le
The general model of a simple linear pro le is represented in Eq. (1):
yij = A0 + A1 Xij + "ij ;
i = 1; 2; :::; n and j = 1; 2; :::; k ;

(1)

where the pair observation (xij ; yij ) is obtained in the
j th random sample in which xij is the ith design
point for the explanatory variable in the j th sample.
A0 is the intercept, A1 is the slope, and "ij s are
independently normally distributed random variables
with mean zero and variance equal to 2 [1,4].
Process capability indices are widely used in assessing
process performance. Kane [21] introduced the rst
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process capability index as Cp . This index measures
the potential capability of a process with no attention
to the process mean. Cp is presented in Eq. (2):
USL LSL
USL LSL
=
;
(2)
Cp =
UNTL LNTL
6
where  is the process standard deviation, LSL is the
Lower Speci cation Limit and USL is the upper speci cation limit. UNTL is the Upper Natural Tolerance
Limit (UNTL =  + 3) and LNTL is the Lower
Natural Tolerance Limit (LNTL =  3). CP K is
the mostly used process capability index because it
compares process dispersion and tolerance range, while
considering the position of the process mean:


USL   LSL
CP K = min
;
UNTL   LNTL




USL   LSL
;
:
(3)
3
3
There are other types of process capability indices, such
as CRM , CP MK and SP K for univariate situations [22].
Shahriari and Sara an [15] proposed a method for
a process capability index when monitoring a simple
linear pro le. They considered the response variable
as a quality characteristic with normal distribution and
known speci cation limits. The CP K of the response
variable is calculated at each level of the explanatory
variable, and, then, the minimum CP K is introduced
as the process capability index in a simple linear
pro le. Ebadi and Shahriari [16] replaced the response
variable in Shahriari and Sara an [15] by a predicted
response variable at each level of the explanatory
variable and then used a multivariate process capability
index to measure the capability of the process. They
also mentioned that the minimum CP K in levels of
the explanatory variable leads to an underestimated
process capability index. Thus, they suggested a
method, based on the Bothe [12] method, which uses a
proportion of non-conforming items. Non-conforming
items are the ones with one or more response variables
out of the tolerance range.
Hosseinifard et al. [17] concentrated on the process capability index of a simple linear pro le under
the assumption of the non-normality of the response
variable. They tted a Burr XII distribution to the
response variable at each level of the explanatory
variable and, then, used the Clements method [23] for
calculation of CP U , CP L , and CP K for the response
variable at each level of the explanatory variable.
In their method, the CP K of the response variable
is calculated in n levels of the explanatory variable,
and the minimum CP K is introduced as the process
capability index in the simple linear pro le.
Hosseinifard and Abbasi [18] considered the response variable of a simple linear pro le as a quality
= min
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characteristic which has a known constant or variable
speci cation limits. Their method to process the
capability index of the response variable is based on
the percentage of non-conforming items. CP and CP K ,
based on this method, are computed using Eqs. (4) and
(5), respectively:
1
CP = [ 1 (1 Pv )  1 (PL )];
6
1
CP K = min[ 1 (1 Pu )  1 (PL )];
3
where PU is estimated using Eqs. (6) and (7):
PU = 1

n
Y
i=1

(4)
(5)

Pr(yij < USLi );

(6)

USLi i )
);


(7)

as a result:
PU = 1

n
Y
i=1

(

and PL is estimated based on Eqs. (8) and (9) as
follows:
PL = 1

n
Y
i=1

Pr(yij > LSLi ):

(8)

Cosequently:
PL = 1

n
Y
i=1

(1 (

LSLi 
)):


(9)

i and  in Eqs. (7) and (9) are the mean and standard
deviation of the response variable at di erent levels of
the explanatory variable, respectively. LSLi and USLi
in Eqs. (6) to (9) are upper and lower speci cation
limits for the response variable at the ith level of the
explanatory variable. They considered n xed design
points within a simple linear pro le.
Shahriari and Sara an [15] used the traditional
de nition of process capability indices in some designed
points in order to propose the process capability index
for a simple linear pro le. However, choosing a minimum process capability index among designed points
of the explanatory variable gives an underestimated
value for the process capability index of a simple linear
pro le. Ebadi and Shahriari [16] modi ed this method
using the non-conforming items method in Bothe [12].
The average of the non-conforming proportion in some
levels of explanatory variable cannot propose an adequate estimate of the non-conforming proportion of the
response variable over the entire range of explanatory
variables. Ebadi and Shahriari [16] replaced the response variable with a predicted response variable in n
design points, and used multivariate process capability

indices of n predicted response variables as process capability indices of a simple linear pro le. Hosseinifard
et al. [17] used the minimum process capability index
among designed points of the explanatory variable
that gives an underestimated process capability index
similar to Shahriari and Sara an [15]. Hosseinifard
and Abbasi [18] proposed a non-conforming proportion
based method. Similar to Ebadi and Shahriari [16],
the method by Hosseinifard and Abbasi [18] cannot
recommend a suitable estimate of the non-conforming
proportion of the response variable over the entire
range of explanatory variables.
Ebadi and Amiri [19] proposed a process capability index for a multivariate simple linear pro le based
on the percentage of non-conforming items. They
developed a multivariate process capability index for a
multivariate simple linear pro le as a second method.
Finally, they used a principal component analysis to
develop the third index.
In all the above mentioned methods, only the
response variable at n levels of explanatory variable
is considered. In this paper, we develop a method in
which all ranges of the explanatory variable are used.
In the next section, a new approach is proposed
to calculate the process capability index of a simple
linear pro le. This approach follows the traditional
de nition of the process capability index and proposes
a functional form of process capability indices. This
approach leads to a true value for the process capability
index in a simple linear pro le.

3. Proposed approach
The process capability index (Cp ) de ned in Eq. (2)
is a comparison between natural tolerance limits and
speci cation limits of a process. In a simple linear
pro le, y = A0 + A1 X is the reference line of the
process, a0 + a1 x is the conditional mean of y in x
and, so,  is computed as follows:
 = a0 + a1 x:
(10)
y is a normal random variable with mean of a0 + a1 x
and variance of 2 , and a0 and a1 P
are estimates of
A0 and A1 and computed as a0 = ( kj=1 a0j )=k and
P
a1 = ( kj=1 a1j )=k, respectively. a0j and a1j are
estimated intercept and slope coecients in the j th
sample pro le, respectively.
The process variance (2 ) P
is estimated using MSE
and computed as MSE = ( kj=1 MSEj )=k, where
MSEj is the estimate of variance in the j th sample
pro le. Hence, we can de ne the UNTL and LNTL of
y as Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively:
LNTLy =  + 3 = a0 + a1 x + 3;
(11)
LNTLy =  + 3 = a0 + a1 x 3:

(12)
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CP (pro le) =

R xu

R xuxl

xl

[USLy (x) LSLy (x)]dx
[UNTLy (x) LNTLy (x)]dx

x 2 [xl ; xu ]:

Figure 1. Functional reference line, speci cation limits
and natural tolerance limits in simple linear pro le.

It is obvious that UNTL and LNTL of y are two parallel
lines where the distance between them is equal to 6.
As mentioned above, , UNTL and LNTL of y are
functions of x as y (x) = a0 + a1 x; UNTLy (x) = a0 +
a1 x + 3 and LNTLy (x) = a0 + a1 x 3 respectively.
Suppose that the speci cation limits of y are two
functions of x, as obtained by Eqs. (13) and (14):
USLy (x) = aou + a1u x;

(13)

LSLy (x) = aol + a1l x:

(14)

A schematic representation of y (x), UNTLy (x),
LNTLy (x), USLy (x) and LSLy (x) is shown in Figure 1.
UNTLy (x); LNTLy (x); USLy (x) and LSLy (x) are
functional forms of UNTL; LNTL; USL and LSL, respectively. By replacing functional forms of UNTL,
LNTL, USL and LSL in the traditional index of Eq. (8),
the following equation is computed:
USLy (x) LSLy (x)
Cp (x) =
UNTLy (x) LNTLy (x)
x 2 [x1 ; xu ]:

(16)

UNTLy (x) and LNTLy (x) are two parallel lines. We
assume that USLy (x) and LSLy (x) are two parallel
lines as USLy (x) = aou + a01 x and LSLy (x) = aol + a01 x,
where aou ; aol , and a01 are the intercept of USLy (x), the
intercept of LSLy (x) and the slope of both USLy (x)
and LSLy (x), respectively. The distance of these
parallel lines can be considered as their di erence.
Consequently, it is possible to compute CP (pro le) by
Eq. (17):
CP (pro le) =

aou

aol

:
(17)
6
Similarly, the functional form of CP K is computed by
Eq. (18):
CP K (x) = min



USLy (x) y (x)
;
UNTLy (x) y (x)

y (x) LSLy (x)
y (x) LNTLy (x)

Actually, CP of a simple linear pro le has a functional
form, as presented in Eq. (15).
By using CP (x) as the process capability index of
the simple linear pro le, it is possible to evaluate the
capability of the process at each level of x. The process
capability at each level of the explanatory variable
proposes detailed information of the process. However,
it is necessary to have a unique value of the process
capability index for a simple linear pro le in all ranges
of the explanatory variable to give an overall judgment
about process capability. For this purpose, it is recommended to utilize the area bounded between USLy (x)
and LSLy (x) to compute USLy (x) LSLy (x) and, also,
the area bounded between UNTLy (x) and LNTKy (x)
to compute UNTLy (x) LNTLy (x) . Hence, Eq. (16)
is proposed to determine a unique value for the Cp of
a simple linear ro le:



x 2 [xl ; xu ];

(18)

where, y (x) is the function of the reference line.
CP K (x) gives the value of CP K of a simple linear pro le
at each level of x. Eq. (19) can be used to compute a
unique value for CP K of a simple linear pro le:
CP K (pro le) =

 R xu
[USLy (x)
min R xxul

xl

R xu

(15)
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[y (x)
R xxul
xl [y (x)

y (x)]dx
;
[UNTLy (x) y (x)]dx

LSLy (x)]dx 
:
LNTLy (x)]dx

(19)

The process capability index (CP K ), when only upper
or lower functional speci cation limits are available,
can be computed by Eqs. (20) and (21), respectively:
CP K (pro le) =
CP L (pro le) =

R xu

R xxul

xl

[USLy (x) y (x)]dx
;
[UNTLy (x) y (x)]dx

R xu

R xxul

xl

[y USLy (x)(x)]dx
:
[y (x) UNTLy (x)]dx

(20)
(21)

It is obvious that y is greater than LNTLy (x) and
less than UNTLy in each case of a simple linear pro le.
However, as shown in Figure 2, there is not a prede ned
relationship between y (x) and USLy (x), or between
y (x) and LSLy (x).
Assume, for example, USLy (x) is greater than
y (x) in [xl ; xm ] and less than y (x) in [xm ; xu ].
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4.1. Example 1

Figure 2. A special case USLy (x) is greater than y (x)
in [x1 ; xm ] and less than y (x) in [xm ; xu ].

Thus, The formula of CP K must be changed as in
Eq. (22):
CP K (pro le) =
R xu
9
8R xm
xl [USLy (xR) y (x)]dx xm [y (x) USLy (x)]dx >
>
>
>
;
x
u
>
>
=
<
xl [UNTLy (x) y (x)]dx

min

R xu
>
[y (x) LSLy (x)dx
>
>
:R xxul

xl [y (x) LNTLy (x)dx

(22)

>
>
>
;

In fact, it is necessary that we must determine the
intersection point between y (x) and USLy (x). If
the intersection point is inside [xl ; xm ], we must
use the area bounded between y (x) and USLy (x)
with a proper sign. This analysis must be done for
y (x) and LSLy (x) as well. In the next section, the
performance of the proposed method is shown through
some numerical examples.
In this section, we developed the traditional CP
and CP K indices to compute the capability of a process
with a simple linear pro le quality characteristic. Note
that the interpretations of developed indices are the
same as traditional ones, i.e. the proportion of nonconforming items for both the univariate and the pro le
quality characteristic is equal when the values of the
process capability indices of both quality characteristics are the same. In other words, the relationship
between the values of process capability indices for
the pro le quality characteristic and the proportion
of non-conforming items are similar to traditional
situations.

4. Illustrative examples and comparison
studies
In this section, three examples are presented to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method
in comparison with the non-conforming proportion
method.

Hosseinifard and Abbasi [18] used the method of nonconforming items in a yogurt production process. The
response variable in this case is the PH of the milk
mixture and the explanatory variable is time. The
range of the explanatory variable is [0,4] hours. They
used two parallel lines for USL and LSL, de ned as
USL = 6:1 0:4x and LSL = 5:85 0:4x. The
calculated reference line is y = 5:98 0:39x, where
MSE = 0:06. Eqs. (6) and (7) are used to determine
pu = 0:019 and pl = 1, respectively. CP = 1:22 is
calculated using Eq. (4).
There are two parallel lines as speci cations limits, so, Eq. (20) gives CP as follows:
6:1 5:85
p
= 0:17
6 0:06
The distance between the parallel lines, USL and LSL,
is obviously less than the distance of the parallel lines,
UNTL and LNTL. Thus, the CP of y is less than 1
at each level of x. The outcome of this result is that
CP (pro le) should be less than 1. In fact, the CP of
y at each level of x is equal to a constant value of
0.17. Consequently, it is not possible to have CP =
1:22. We can conclude that this new method leads to a
more accurate value of the process capability index of
a simple linear pro le rather than the non-conforming
method. CP L (pro le); CP U (pro le) and CP K (pro le)
for this process are calculated as follows:
CP (pro le) =

aou

6

aol

=

CP L (pro le) =
R4

0 [(5:98

0:39x) (5:85 0:4x)]dx
= 0:2;
0 [(5:98 0:39x) (5:26 0:39x)]dx

R4

CP U (pro le) =
R4

0 [(6:1

0:4x) (5:98 0:39x)]dx
= 0:136;
0 [(6:72 0:39x) (5:98 0:39x)]dx

R4

CP K (pro le) =

minfCP L (pro le); CP U (pro le)g = 0:136:

4.2. Example 2

Hosseinifard and Abbasi [18] presented an example
for evaluating the CP U of a simple linear pro le,
where y = 3 + 2x; USL = 6 + 2x; MSE = 1, and
the true value of CP U is equal to 1. The range of
x is [2,8]. They used a non-conforming proportion
method to calculate the CP U of a simple linear prole for three scenarios, including n = 40; n = 100
and n = 1000. The computed mean of CP U in
1000 replications is 0:9851; 0:9823 and 0:9972, respectively. Simulation studies show that the standard
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deviation of CP U decreases if we have an increase in
n.
Now, we use our new method for CP U assessment
in this example. We can use Eq. (22) to calculate CP U
as follows:
R8

[(6 + 2x) (3 + 2x)]dx
CP L (pro le) = R28
= 1:
2 [(6 2x) (3 2x)]dx
This shows that the new method is an accurate method,
because it calculates the true value of CP U . Also, the
new method has no sensitivity to n. Consequently,
we can conclude that the functional method is more
accurate and stable rather than the non-conforming
proportion method.

4.3. Example 3

In this subsection, we present an example in which
the reference pro le line has an intersection with the
upper speci cation line. Suppose there is a simple
linear pro le, where USL = 6 + x, LSL = 2 + x,
y = 4 + 1:5x, and MSE = 1. Suppose [2,8] is the
range of x values. The goal is determination of CP K .
There is an intersection point between USL = 6 + x
and y = 4 + 1:5x, that is, x = 4. In fact, USL = 6 + x
is greater than y = 4 + 1:5x in [2,4], but it is less than
y = 4 + 1:5x in [4,8]. CP L (pro le); CP U (pro le), and
CP K (pro le) are calculated as follows:
R8

[(4 + 1:5x) (2 + x)]dx
CP L (pro le)= R 8 4
= 3:33;
2 [(4 1:5x) (1 + 1:5x)]dx
CP U (pro le) =
R4

2 [(6+ x)

R

(4+1:5x)] dx 48 [(4+1:5x) (6+ x)]dx
R4
2 [(7+1:5x) (4+1:5x)]dx

= 1:83;
CP K (pro le) =

minfCP L (pro le); CP U (pro le)g = 0:183:
It is obvious that when  is greater than USL in a
range of x-values, we should expect negative values of
the process capability index.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a functional approach is proposed to
determine the process capability indices of a simple
linear pro le. This new approach de ned the process
capability indices as a function of the explanatory
variable. These indices can compute the capability of
the process at each level of the explanatory variable.
In addition, the area bounded between the mean,
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speci cation limits and natural tolerance limits is used
to compute a unique value for the process capability
indices of a simple linear pro le. By using this concept,
traditional CP and CP K were generalized to compute
the process capability indices of a simple linear pro le.
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated
through three numerical examples. The results show
the more accurate performance of the proposed method
in comparison with the traditional non-conforming
proportion method. The proposed functional approach
can be developed for other types of pro le, such
as polynomial pro les and multiple linear regression
pro les, for future research.
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